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We report some of the results from MIT’s Lincoln Lab from 1993 to 1996, and supplementary
recent data from JET Energy, Inc. These results indicate a loss of deuterium from ordinary water
when excess heat is observed in an aqueous Ni system using a very large cathodic area. The MIT
Lincoln Laboratory Electrolytic Cell system had a 3 liter capacity [cathode 4.7 pounds made from
#46 hard drawn smooth nickel wire (0.041 mm diameter, area ~240,000 cm2), anode platinized
sheets of titanium (~3,200 cm2), 0.6 M K2CO3 in laboratory distilled deionized “ordinary” water,
and two internal ohmic controls (Figure 1)]. In addition to energy measurements, gas
measurements and isotopic measurements were obtained. The early MIT experiments had input
electrical powers ~25 watts. The maximum power gains were 5 to 14 times electrical input when
the thermoneutral correction was used. When using V*I as electrical input power, the maximum
incremental power gain was ~4 times electrical input; this occurred at lower electrical input
power. The maximum excess power was ca. 5 watts. The exit gas from the enclosed electrolytic
cell, using ~100% collection by liquid nitrogen condensation in the recombiner, generated ranged
from 2 to 100 cc/minute [2.8 to 144 liters/day]. Isotopic analysis was made by mass spectrometer
(INFICON Quadrapole-102 Volt Energy)[2]. The HD/H2 isotopic ratio [3/2 ratio] was less for gas
leaving the cell, with some recovery in the recombiner water. Figure 2 shows the HD/H2 isotopic
ratios at different locations at the end of a long run. This result heralds deuterons as the fuel. It is
consistent with Swartz et alia [ICCF9, 3] and probably with the reports of helium production in
Pd systems [4]. Importantly, deuterons and their isotopic flow [5], including in ordinary water
systems, must be considered as the fuel for active aqueous nickel CF/LANR systems.

Figure 1 (left) -The electrolytic MOAC [“Mother of all Cathodes”] cell, unfilled; before refilling and
adding supplemental diagnostics.
Figure 2 (right) - 3/2 [HD/H2] Ratios at various system locations.
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